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Introduction  
 
Core services and functions: 

 
What is TV Licensing? 
‘TV Licensing’ is a trademark of the BBC and is used under licence by companies contracted by the BBC to administer the 
collection of television licence fees and enforcement of the television licensing system. The majority of the administration of TV 
Licensing is contracted to Capita Business Services Ltd (‘Capita’). Over-the counter services are provided by PayPoint plc 
(‘PayPoint’) in the UK, and by the Post Office in the Isle of Man and Channel Islands. Marketing and printing services are 
contracted to Proximity London Ltd.  Media services are contracted to Mediaedge:CIA International Limited ("MEC").The BBC is a 
public authority in respect of its television licensing functions and retains overall responsibility. 
 
What are BBC TV Licensing’s equality aims? 
 

1. To communicate television licensing obligations in a way that is both accessible and appropriate. 
2. To ensure that all BBC and TV Licensing staff and contractors fully understand their equality and diversity obligations. 
3. To develop and maintain a strategic and systematic approach to integrating equality and diversity into all TV Licensing 

activities.  
4. To ensure that payment methods and processes are both accessible and appropriate.  
5. To continually look for opportunities, in a number of areas, to improve the TV Licensing service from an equality perspective 

 
Supporting each of these aims is a list of specific actions including:  

a. Conducting equality impact assessments on relevant communications and policies which are being developed or 
reviewed.  

b. Continuing to make communications representative and available in a range of styles, formats and languages.  
c. Continuing to impose obligations on contractors to comply with legal requirements and monitoring their equality and 

diversity compliance. 
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Recent diversity achievements 
In the last six months, the establishment of a new, pan-TV Licensing Equality Forum, which forms part of our formal governance 
structure, along with consistent engagement with key service partners, has increased awareness of the importance of Equality and 
Diversity, and pushed equality higher up the TV Licensing agenda.   Also in the last 6 months, over 90 BBC Licence Fee Unit and 
TV Licensing staff have attended two hour, interactive workshops on Equality and Diversity, facilitated by a specialist training 
company. 
 
Diversity Responsibilities  
Overall responsibility for Equality & Diversity sits with the Head of Policy & Communications (BBC Licence Fee Unit) with the Senior 
Policy Advisor (BBC Licence Fee Unit) having day to day responsibilities for managing the Diversity Action Plan, chairing the 
Equality Forum and providing ad hoc advice on equality & diversity issues. 
 
All senior managers have responsibilities for ensuring equality and diversity is considered at every stage of planning strategic, 
transitional and operational activities and for delivering actions for their areas under the plan. 
 
Each of the key TV Licensing service partners has nominated an accountable lead for Equality & Diversity and Capita have 
recruited a new role of Head of Diversity and Inclusion. 
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EQUALITY OBJECTIVE: Achieve systematic and consistent consideration of equality and diversity 
within BBC planning and review processes, and meet our public purposes and duties 
(Divisional policy and planning objectives to co-ordinate, deliver and monitor E &D across the division to support mainstreaming 
diversity into how the BBC operates strategically) 
 
 
 
 ACTIONS OUTCOMES LEAD 

 
TIME 
SCALE 

STATUS 

Preliminary equality assessments to be carried out on 
new projects, at an early stage to identify changes 
requiring a full analysis.   Full Equality Analyses/EIAs to 
be conducted for any new projects/policies or major 
programmes or strategies. 
 

Documented analysis of any 
equality impact and appropriate 
actions 

All 
 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Agree a 3-year programme of equality analysis for 
existing policies based on assessment of relevance and 
impact, and agree reporting for this with service 
partners.   
 

Policy equality impacts 
assessed and if necessary 
mitigated. 
 

Policy Ongoing Ongoing 

Agree, implement and train out the process for 
completion, review and approval of EIAs; this will 
include implementing a framework for management of 
action plans put in place as part of an EIA. 
 

EIA process documented, 
understood and in operation 

Policy 
 

March 
2014 

New 

Develop a knowledge base of resources to aid 
completion of EIAs, including case studies representing 
customers from a range of protected groups. 
 

Tools and resources are 
available for staff completing 
EIAs. 

Policy 
 

December 
2013 

New 
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Substantive changes to TV Licensing database systems 
assessed for equality issues relevance. 

Database change equality 
impacts assessed and if 
necessary mitigated. 
 

Head of Data 
Management  
Technology 
Architect 
 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Procurement process – Equality Monitoring for: 

o Clear and explicit reference to equality issues within 
specifications 

o Equality expectations to be made clear at Invitations 
to Tender / preferred bidder stages 

o Clarify to bidders how equality duty is likely to impact 
on service delivery 

o Contractual requirements around equality and 
diversity clearly defined 

Equality issues integrated into 
all reprocurements, as 
appropriate.  

Contracts 
Management 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Work closely with key service partners to sign-off E&D 
proposals and agree action plans for areas for 
improvement to assist the BBC to meet its obligations 
under the Equality Act. 

 

Clear and agreed set of 
proposals around E&D. 
All key service partners working 
to action plans that will feed into 
the BBC’s own Equality & 
Diversity Action Plan.  
 

Policy,  
Contract  
Management 
SM&C 
 

End March 
2014 

New 

Work with non-UK suppliers who supply the non-UK 
market (the Islands), towards aligning to UK Equality 
Act requirements. 

Non-UK suppliers operating in 
line with UK Equality Act 
requirements 

Contracts 
Management 
 

June 2013 New 
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LFU Senior Management and partner representatives to 
meet every other month (TV Licensing Equality Forum) 
to discuss equality issues; Equality Forum to review 
progress against equality plan on a 4-monthly basis. 

All BBC and service partner 
senior managers engaged on 
equality issues and influencing 
appropriately to ensure 
compliance with E&D plans. 
 

Policy 
 
 

Ongoing New 

Equality & Diversity to be discussed at key contract 
review meetings, at least every 6 months, to ensure 
significant issues flagged and discussed and 
appropriate action agreed. 
 

Equality & Diversity established 
as key service issue and 
significant equality & diversity 
issues flagged and discussed to 
facilitate agreement on 
appropriate actions.  
 

Contracts 
Management 
 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Continue to embed consideration of equality into 
governance framework for Capita contract. 

Consideration of equality issues 
embedded within governance 
structure 
 

Sales 
Marketing & 
Collections 
(‘SM&C’) 
 

Ongoing Ongoing 
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EQUALITY OBJECTIVE: Connect with our audiences, including our underserved audiences, using 
methods to inform the quality and direction of our programmes 
(Divisional objectives to connect with audiences via engagement; research; tracking; use of data, feedback and information - to 
inform action. To communicate and share examples of good practice on diversity internally) 
 
 
 
 

ACTIONS 
 

OUTCOMES 
 

LEAD 
 

TIME 
SCALE 

 
STATUS 

Build Equality and Diversity requirements into the new 
customer satisfaction monthly survey (‘CSS’) to ensure 
maximum value is obtained from the CSS in terms of 
equality insight. 

New, comprehensive 
survey will allow for 
enhanced identification of 
any equality and diversity 
issues. 
 

Customer 
Experience 
Manager 

March 
2014 

Ongoing 

Continue to make available communications in range of 
appropriate styles, formats and languages (e.g. Braille, 
large print, audio and electronic formats) 

Braille, large print and 
audio tapes are available 
with ongoing investigations 
continuing into whether 
speed of provision can be 
improved. 
 

SM&C 
 
 

Ongoing Ongoing 

Map out processes for dealing with alternative formats 
and collate these into a single document to increase 
visibility of these processes. 

Increased awareness of 
alternative format process. 

Policy December 
2013 

New 

Review and update equality page on the TV Licensing 
website. 

Information on website up 
to date. 

Policy August 
2013 

New 
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Continue to develop new and existing relationships with 
external stakeholder organisations representing 
customers from a broad range of protected groups, in 
order to use these relationships to help identify and 
drive improvements from an equality perspective. 

TV Licensing engaged with 
a wide range of 
stakeholders representing 
diverse sectors of the 
public. 
 

Communications Ongoing Ongoing 

Ensure that at least every other TV Trail commissioned 
includes diverse portrayal to ensure that TV Licensing 
advances equality in its trails. 

Portrayal in TV Licensing 
trails and publications 
reflects people from a 
diverse range of 
backgrounds. 
 

SM&C 
 

Ongoing New 

Explore opportunities for equality data analysis with 
service partners in order to obtain greater customer 
insight to inform continual improvements. 

Greater understanding of 
the profile of our customers 
in terms of their protected 
characteristics which can 
be fed into future plans 
around E&D. 
 

Policy & SM&C 
 

March 
2014 

New 

Engage with external organisations to build and 
maintain a customer community panel that is 
representative of our customer base.  

Diverse group of 
individuals representing 
customer interests and 
issues 
 

Policy & 
Customer 
Experience 
Manager 
 

 New 

Use insight gained from customer complaints to identify 
issues and drive improvements to TV Licensing service 

Additional training provided 
where issues highlighted, 
and/or improvements made 
on the back of complaints. 
 

Customer 
Experience 
Manager 

Ongoing New 
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Agree and implement business assurance for key, 
customer facing business areas, using tools such as 
speech analytics software, to check level of service 
provided to customers. 
 

Business assurance 
checks agreed with Capita 
and in place. 

Policy, SM&C & 
Head of Data 
Management 

September 
2013 

New 

Digital Switchover Help Scheme 
DSHS to ensure that learning from customer 
complaints, inspections and other feedback is fed into 
the continual improvement of the Help Scheme.  
 

DSHS has incorporated the 
monthly Complaints Forum 
into the monthly contractual 
meetings with the supplier 
to ensure feedback 
remains central to the exit 
phase of the Scheme.  
DSHS Complaints & 
Appeals Manager 
continues to channel 
relevant feedback to 
DSHS/LFU colleagues. 
 

DSHS 
Complaints and 
Appeals 
Manager 

Quarterly Ongoing 

Respond to any queries from Consumer Expert Group 
(CEG) as required. 
 

DSHS responds and 
passes any feedback to the 
supplier (CES) 

Policy Ongoing Ongoing 
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EQUALITY OBJECTIVE: Deliver high quality programming which reflects modern Britain accurately and 
authentically 
(Divisional objectives across all 3 output areas to ensure we reflect the reality of our diverse audiences, and continue to ‘inform, 
educate and entertain’).  
 
 

 
 

 
ACTIONS 

 
OUTCOMES 

 
LEAD 

 
TIME 

SCALE 

 
STATUS 

As TV Licensing is not an output area this objective 
is not applicable to TV Licensing. 
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EQUALITY OBJECTIVE: Build in accessibility from the start when developing new products and services 
and ensuring sustainable and ongoing accessibility 
 
 
 
 

ACTIONS 
 

OUTCOMES 
 

LEAD 
 

TIME 
SCALE 

 
STATUS 

Ensure all new website developments comply with AAA 
accessibility standards where reasonable, and AA as a 
minimum. 

New functionality and key 
online tasks optimised to 
ensure AAA/AA 
accessibility standards are 
met. 
 

Web Channel 
Manager 
 

Ongoing New 

Develop the TV Licensing website to further increase 
the range of tasks that our customers can complete 
online, including an Over 74/75 licence application form, 
and a system to allow the customer to log in without 
their licence number. 

Website easier to use, 
optimised for mobile and 
tablet users and able to be 
used for a wider range of 
transactions. 
 
 

Web Channel 
Manager 

Ongoing  New 

Review TV Licensing Operations Plan to identify 
projects or initiatives where equality/diversity may need 
to be considered. 

Identification of any 
operational initiatives 
requiring EIAs or 
identifying opportunities to 
improve service from E&D 
perspective. 
 

SM&C Ongoing 
over next 
two years 

New 

Engage with stakeholder groups to outline proposed 
changes to the TV Licensing website, and obtain 
feedback to inform future web development releases. 

Refinements made to next 
phase proposals or 
mitigating action put in 

Communications 
& Web Channel 
Manager 

 New 
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 place on the basis of 
stakeholder feedback. 
 

Arrange for independent review of the TV Licensing 
website to be carried out, from the perspective of 
assessing accessibility for blind and sight-impaired 
customers, and put in place a plan to address 
recommendations. 
 

Improvements made to 
website to increase 
accessibility for blind and 
sight-impaired customers. 

Web Channel 
Manager 

March 
2014 

New 

Review, amend and simplify website content and 
language to ensure clarity of messaging and enable all 
customers to transact more efficiently (in line with 
messaging guidelines). 

Clearer, more accessible 
content. 

 
Web Channel 
Manager & 
SM&C 
 

Ongoing 
over next 
two years 

New 

Conduct a strategic review of how TV Licensing 
engages with Minority Ethnic and Migrant communities 
and use outputs to drive further improvements (the 
MEMC strategy) to ensure that TV Licensing engages 
these harder to reach groups and improves 
communications and content and navigation on the TV 
Licensing website. 
 

Make it easier for minority 
ethnic and migrant 
communities to become 
licensed. 

 SM&C March 
2014 

New 

Ensure accessibility and diversity considerations are 
appropriately addressed in line with PSED as part of the 
review of TV Licensing’s Messaging Guidelines. 

Messaging Guidelines 
include appropriate 
guidance around Equality 
Considerations 
 

SM&C End 2012 New 

Ensure that when letters are reviewed minimum 
standards of accessibility messaging are in place across 

Minimum standard of 
accessibility messaging in 

SM&C End 2012 Ongoing 
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all payment letters. place across all payment 
letters 
 

Complete review of cash plans customer letters, to 
ensure that the average reading age is lowered to age 
10-11 wherever possible,  and  roll these letters out. 
 

Cash plans letters aligned 
in terms of accessibility 
messaging and easy read 
capability of letters 
improved. 

SM&C TBC New 

Undertake an analysis of take up of the free over 75 
licence to identify possible areas for improvement. 
 

Understanding of and plan 
to address gap between 
total Over 75s and those 
who have applied for a 
free licence. 
 

Head of Data 
Management &  
SM&C 

TBC New 

Agree, test, refine, document and roll out end-to-end 
process for the provision of reasonable adjustments to 
customers with disabilities. 

Reasonable adjustments 
process has been 
documented, tested and 
briefed out to relevant 
teams. 
 

Policy December 
2013 

New 

Digital Switchover Help Scheme 
DSHS to continue to fulfil its remaining obligations under 
the Code of Service Standards (‘CoSS’). 

Service delivery is 
reviewed monthly at 
contract meetings, and 
additional call-listening 
sessions arranged as 
required.  Any issue 
relating to CoSS can be 
resolved via this 

Contracts 
Management 
 

December 
2013 

Ongoing 
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monitoring.  DSHS 
continues to engage field 
inspectors until summer 
2013, and CEs retains an 
inspector until December 
2013. 
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EQUALITY OBJECTIVE: Advance equal opportunities to diversify and develop our workforce and our 
senior leaders so that they can better reflect our audiences 
(Divisional objectives to up-skill staff around diversity, achieve divisional diversity targets where applicable and create a pipeline of 
senior diverse talent).  
 
 
 
 

ACTIONS 
 

OUTCOMES 
 

LEAD 
 

TIME 
SCALE 

 
STATUS 

All new LFU staff to receive E&D induction or attend 
appropriate training. 
 
 

All new LFU staff have 
awareness of the Public 
Sector Equality Duty and 
the impact of this on their 
role.  

Policy 
 
 

Ongoing New 

Key service partners to deliver appropriate face to face 
training to management and project team staff and all 
business analysts. 

All TV Licensing staff with 
responsibility for shaping 
the TV Licensing service 
have an up-to-date 
awareness of equality 
obligations and importance 
of diversity. 
 

 
Policy 

June 2013 New 

Agree plan with Capita to review, update and implement 
E&D training for customer facing staff including call 
centre, enquiry officer & DCA training).   

Appropriate training in place 
reflective of PSED 
requirements. 

Policy & 
SM&C 
 
 

End Oct 
2013 

New 
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